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Abstract
Proposed in the article design of a continuous wave radar with programmable frequency switching and
quadrature receiver is targeted as base component to a variety of radars: ground penetrating radar, body scanner, and
bio-radar. Algorithms of reconstructing holograms are outlined for planar and circular apertures. High achievable
resolution is demonstrated in experiments involving measurements and reconstruction of holograms in air and
opaque media.

1. Introduction
As an example of successful use of microwave holography it is possible to mention holographic subsurface
radar RASCAN [1, 2]. The name holographic was given to this type of radar as it uses the same principle as it used
in optical holography. There are two waves that influence the output signal: object wave that was reflected by a
buried object and another due to receive-transmit antenna coupling and reflection from the surface. This interference
pattern registered over sufficiently extent area of interest reveals highly detailed picture of what is beneath the
ground. The radar is very sensitive to buried object depth variation though does not give absolute depth information.
Post processing of images is usually not required due to attenuation and antenna directivity pattern. A fragment of a
buried object is only visible when it is in close proximity to the antenna. The resulting hologram of a shallowly
buried object resemble shadow silhouette of the object as diffraction effects are still weak at small distances and
attenuation and near field sensitivity of the antenna result in almost no interference rings away from nadir. As the
depth of a buried object increases, diffraction effects deteriorate the picture, making it look like interference pattern
with distinctive interference stripes. In such a situation reconstruction algorithms are required. And even if
reconstruction is usually not required in subsurface applications at shallow depths, it is necessary when the problem
of detecting hidden objects under clothes emerges or the distance to a buried object increases. The rest of the article
is organized as follows. The next section covers principal schematic of the radar. In Section 3 a reconstruction
algorithm is outlined for the plane aperture with experimental examples. Circular aperture is considered in Section 4.
Several application areas suggested in Conclusion.

2. System Design
The schematic of the radar is presented in Fig. 1. The design of the radar is based on available IC
components: phase-locked loop frequency synthesizers and voltage-controlled oscillators (VCO). Depending on
desired frequency range different VCO and synthesizers are available. In this project three radars sharing the same
principle schematic were designed and assembled in the following frequency ranges: 3.6 – 4.0, 5.8 – 6.8, and 14 –
15 GHz. The reference frequency for the synthesizer is drawn from a 20 MHz crystal oscillator. Charge pump tuning
pulses (CP output) are filtered, amplified, and fed into VCO. One output of VCO feeds transmit antenna and local
oscillator input of the frequency mixer while other provides divided by 8 (for 15 GHz radar) feedback frequency.
The signal from the receive antenna is mixed with in-phase and shifted by 90º components of the local oscillator,
giving I and Q components of the received signal (direct conversion receiver). I and Q components are sampled by
an ADC at programmable intervals. The microcontroller unit (MCU) uses SPI bus to initialize and control the
synthesizer and ADC. Switching between frequencies is accomplished by programming internal registers of the
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synthesizer via SPI bus. MCU is connected to a PC via USB. PC-side software allows acquiring, displaying, and
storing data.

Fig. 1. Design schematic of the radar.
The assembled transmitter and receiver modules mounted on the antenna are shown in Fig. 2. The visible in
the figure cables connect the assembly with MCU control unit. The maximal emitting power of the transmitter is
limited by VCO and not greater than 7 dBm.

Fig. 2. Transmitter and receiver modules for 14-15 GHz frequency range mounted on the antenna.

3. Holograms over planar aperture
Two types of most common apertures were considered to register and reconstruct holograms: planar and
circular. The reconstruction algorithm for a planar aperture is based on Fourier decomposition of registered complex
amplitude of the signal [3]. The key relationships can be summarized as follows:
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In equation (1) plane-wave spectrum of registered complex amplitude distribution in plane XOY (z=0) is
obtained by two-dimensional Fourier transform of complex conjugate of the complex amplitude. Equation (2) relates
plane-wave spectra at parallel planes separated by z. The doubled wave number is explained by the fact that the

receiver and transmitter are in the same position. Equation (3) gives reconstructed distribution of sources by inverse
Fourier transform of plane-wave spectrum at z.
An example of microwave hologram (in-phase component) by two intersecting metallic rulers placed under a
stack of dry plaster sheets at the depth of 14.7 cm is shown in Fig.3 on the left. The sizes of rulers are 32 by 2 and 32
by 5 cm. The hologram was registered at 3.75 GHz. It can be seen in the figure that the interference pattern does not
convey actual sizes of the objects while the reconstructed image does. It is easily seen that actual sizes of the rulers
differ.

Fig. 3. Microwave hologram of two metallic rulers under the stack of plaster sheets at the depth of 14.7 cm (left).
Reconstructed image (right). Sounding frequency – 3.75 GHz.
The requirement to reconstruct holograms of buried objects emerges when their depth exceeds an order of
several wavelengths. The interference pattern produced by shallowly buried objects or at close range may not have
interference stripes as diffraction effects are still weak.

4. Holograms over circular aperture
In the problem of detecting hidden objects under clothes a cylindrical aperture is usually used. Scanning over
a cylindrical aperture has some advantages over plane apertures for this particular task as the distance to the sensor
stays minimal during a body scan and each side of the body is illuminated.
When processing holograms registered over a cylindrical aperture application of fast Fourier transform
algorithms is not straightforward as it was for plane holograms. A common approach usually involves signal
interpolation over an equidistant rectangular spatial grid or application of non-uniform Fourier transform [4, 5].
The reconstruction procedure that was used in this work is based on [6] and summarized by equations (4) and
(5). In relationship (4), E(i,j) represents samples of complex amplitude. Index i changes when moving along a circle
in horizontal plane while j changes when moving vertically.
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In equation (4) E(i,j;rf) is the focusing operator given by the following expression:
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W(i,j;rf) is a window function. The support of this function depends on the focusing point position and calculated
adaptively to take into calculations the area of hologram that is most responsible for reconstruction for a given
focusing point [7]. The result of the reconstruction procedure I(rf) in equation (4) gives distribution of virtual
sources creating the hologram.

An example of applying the described reconstruction procedure to a sample hologram recorded at 13.6 GHz
is shown in Fig. 4. The exposed object was a short fragment of plastic cylinder shifted from the center of the
cylindrical aperture by 2.5 cm. The radius of the aperture was 6 cm.

a)

b)

c)
d)
Fig. 4. Cylindrical hologram of an off-center plastic cylinder and its reconstruction: a) in-phase component of the
hologram, b) focusing at the concentric cylinder with radius 2.2 cm, c) focusing at 2.5 cm, d) 3 cm.

5. Conclusion
The suggested design of a continuous wave radar with programmable frequency switching and quadrature
receiver is based on mass market integral circuits what can make ultimate devices cheap and available. Designs of
ground penetrating radar, body scanner, and bio-radar [8] can share the considered schematic. The experimental
results demonstrate high achievable resolution in subsurface sounding. The resolution is comparable to millimeterwave body scanners.
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